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[Obviously doctored photograph of Elvis Presley shaking hands with bug-eyed extraterrestrial]

HEADLINE:
THE KING IS ALIVE AND WELL AND BODY-SNATCHING WITH SPACE ALIENS!!!!

TEXT:
As regular readers of your friendly Sun and Sport Weekly will know well, Elvis Presley did not die in August 1977. But until now, only a select few have known what the immortal rock legend is and was up to during his self-imposed exile. Now the truth is known...Elvis has been helping aliens to steal human bodies!

This paper was recently contacted by a man identifying himself as 'John Rutland', who claims to have worked on a super-secret UFO investigation project (based right here in Britain) code-named PENUMBRA. Rutland supplied documents which prove the following startling facts!

Will this web of lies ever be shattered? Are these documents, and the testimony of the enigmatic John Rutland, final proof that 'we are not alone'? Only time will tell, and you can bet your bottom pound that The Sun And Sport Weekly will follow this story to the bitter end!!

On Page 2:
Buddy Holly Involvement in Alien Plot Uncertain
Page 3: Our Super-Sexy Space Sweetie Of The Week!!